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Abstract—Cloud providers offer a diverse set of instance types
with varying resource capacities, designed to meet the needs of
a broad range of user requirements. While this flexibility is
a major benefit of the cloud computing model, it also creates
challenges when selecting the most suitable instance type for
a given application. Sub-optimal instance selection can result
in poor performance and/or increased cost, with significant
impacts when applications are executed repeatedly. Yet select-
ing an optimal instance type is challenging, as each instance
type can be configured differently; application performance is
dependent on input data and configuration; and instance types
and applications are frequently updated. We present a service
that supports automatic profiling of application performance on
different instance types to create rich application profiles that
can be used for comparison, provisioning, and scheduling. This
service can dynamically provision cloud instances, automatically
deploy and contextualize applications, transfer input datasets,
monitor execution performance, and create a composite profile
with fine grained resource usage information. We use real usage
data from four production genomics gateways and estimate the
use of profiles in autonomic provisioning systems can decrease
execution time by up to 15.7% and cost by up to 86.6%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has transformed how computing capa-
bilities are acquired and used. Cutting-edge and large-scale
computing capabilities previously accessible only to those with
large computing centers are now available at the click of a
button. Furthermore, these capabilities can be configured to
meet the precise requirements of a particular application or
workload. Commercial cloud providers, such as Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), offer a range
of instance types designed to meet specific user needs. EC2
alone offers 38 instance types (as of November 2015), each
of which can be customized with varying disk, memory, and
CPU capabilities. Users may also provision optimized storage,
network connections, and specialized hardware (e.g., cluster or
GPU instances).

This near limitless choice offers unparalleled flexibility but
also introduces new challenges. The same application may
perform quite differently on different cloud configurations.
Different configurations can have quite different costs. Thus,
effective use of cloud infrastructure requires that the user un-
derstand how an application performs, such that the most suit-
able instance type can be used and configured. Good choices
become more important when large amounts of computing are
to be performed, as is the case with so-called science gateways,
web portals that offer access to a set of predefined tools. (We
use the term “tool” here to denote any application or script.)
For example, the Globus Galaxies platform [1], which uses

autonomic cloud provisioning to dynamically execute various
tools on behalf of users, consumed more than half a million
EC2 instance hours in 2015, for a total cost of more than
$150,000. As we will show below, the performance and cost
of a single tool can vary by an order of magnitude or more
on different instance types, making it easy to make expensive
mistakes when choosing cloud configurations.

It is such concerns that motivate the work described here,
which focuses on the design, implementation, and evaluation
of a novel cloud profiling service. The purpose of this service
is to automate the creation of tool profiles, concise descriptions
of the performance and CPU, memory, network, and disk
requirements of a supplied tool under different environments
and scenarios. These profiles can then be used to optimize
instance selection, enable tool comparison, and improve pro-
visioning and scheduling algorithms. The profiling service is
self-contained and can be deployed externally, and configured
to automatically profile any supplied tools on different cloud
instances and with different configurations. The service can
automatically provision test instances, deploy and configure
tools on provisioned instances, stage input datasets, monitor
tool execution, and record fine-grained tool profiles.

To demonstrate the value of our profiling approach we
have analyzed five genomics tools commonly used within
Globus Genomics, a popular gateway built on the Globus
Galaxies platform. For these tools, we compute profiles for
representative input data and settings (derived from production
usage) and evaluate the extent to which profiles can be used to
improve performance and decrease cost for Globus Genomics
users. We find that selecting instance types based on tool
profiles can reduce execution time by up to 15.7% and cloud
computing costs by up to 86.6% relative to simpler heuristics
that do not consider profiles.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
related work in Section II and the Globus Galaxies platform
in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the profiling service
and in Section V discuss the results of employing the service
to profile a set of tools. In Section VI we investigate how
tool profiles can be used by improve provisioning decisions.
Finally, we conclude and present future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous studies have explored the viability of performing
scientific analyses on commercial clouds [2], [3], compared
cloud and HPC infrastructure [4], and investigated the practi-
cality of hosting scientific gateways on clouds [5], [6]. These
studies focus on using a specific tool or benchmark suite to



evaluate the performance of specific cloud infrastructure. In
contrast, we provide a general-purpose service for evaluating
a range of tools on a variety of cloud instance types.

Most profiling work focuses on the ability to predict job
execution and completion times. These predictions are im-
portant for scheduling algorithms such as shortest job first
and backfilling. Statistical analysis is one common basis for
prediction and has been shown to significantly improve job
run time estimates based on large supercomputing logs [7].
Approaches such as ARIA (Automatic Resource Inference
and Allocation) [8], leverage mathematical models to estimate
job completion times. Most often these approaches are based
on historical analysis of execution logs, however small scale
benchmarks in test environments can also be used to produce
run time estimates [9]. In general, most profiling work focuses
on prediction in homogeneous environments, however it has
been shown that predictions can be inferred across platforms
based on analysis of tools executed on each platform [10].

The HPC community has long recognized the importance
of understanding and forecasting resource requirements for ef-
ficiently managing and utilizing resources [11]. One approach
for gathering this information is via microbenchmarks [12].
One limitation of this approach is that microbenchmarks do not
monitor a tool for the duration of its execution, it is therefore
difficult to accurately capture the behavior of tools with
varying degrees of resource utilization. Canonical correlation
analysis provides an alternative method for predicting execu-
tion performance based on identifying the relationship between
resource utilization and performance [11]. Performance infor-
mation can also be derived by analyzing the structured patterns
in application performance logs [13] or by using machine
learning algorithms to classify applications [14]. Virtualized
environments offer the ability to gather fine grained resource
consumption at the visualization layer. Virtualization-level
profiling can also be used to support real-time profile and
resource adaption based on allocated resources [15]. These
efforts focus primarily on offline profiling, in which profiles
are established before execution. Similar techniques have also
been applied in online profiling as a way of adapting resource
usage of long running workflows [16] and responding to event-
based monitoring of cloud services [17].

While our work leverages some of this related research, our
approach is differentiated by its goal of providing a general-
purpose service for creating tool profiles over a range of
scenarios. This goal leads us to focus on the use of offline
profiling to construct rich profiles that other services can then
use to guide provisioning decisions. This work also neatly
dovetails into our prior results on cloud provisioning, in which
we used cloud tomography to characterize and monitor the
opaque AWS network [18] and extended earlier work [19]
to construct fine grained real-time health monitoring for AWS
instances; and developed a cost-aware provisioner that reduces
the cost of executing scientific workflows [20]. That prior
work provided two major facets needed for cost and time
effective cloud provisioning in the cloud; this paper adds the
final component, tool profiling.

III. GLOBUS GALAXIES PLATFORM

The Globus Galaxies platform provides a mechanism for
creating SaaS-based scientific gateways. Each gateway is
hosted on the cloud and uses on-demand and elastic, compute
resources to dynamically execute jobs as they are submitted
by users. The gateways leverage the Galaxy workflow en-
gine [21], enabling the creation, execution, and management
of parallel workflows composed of various tools; Globus [22]
to provide reliable and secure big data transfers between users
and the gateways; Globus Nexus [23] for identity management,
authentication, and access control; Swift [24] for parallelizing
individual workflow components; HTCondor [25] for job man-
agement; and a specialized cost-aware cloud provisioner [20],
[26] for autonomically provisioning cloud infrastructure. The
Globus Galaxies platform has been used to create gateways
for genomics [1], climate and economic policy [27], medical
imaging [28], and cosmology [29].

TABLE I: Globus Genomics Tool Execution Statistics

Tool Times Exec Freq Exec % Avg Exec
Run Rank Time

BWA MEM 1473 4 5.9% 00:38:22
FastQC 1471 5 5.9% 00:29:13
MarkDups 1341 7 5.3% 00:35:43
Bowtie 85 39 0.3% 01:23:57
BWA ALN 83 40 0.3% 00:20:40

A. Globus Genomics

Globus Genomics, the largest instantiation of the Globus
Galaxies platform, provides state-of-the-art genomics analysis
capabilities. It currently encompasses 20 separate gateways
that collectively serve over 300 researchers working on vari-
ous cancers, neurodegenerative disorders, and other disorders.
While these gateways provide similar capabilities, and in most
cases, the same tools, usage can vary significantly between
gateways depending on researcher behavior. TABLE I sum-
marizes characteristics of five tools used by Globus Genomics
researchers. These characteristics are calculated from analysis
of production logs of four Globus Genomics gateways over a
four month period. These measurements include the number of
times the tool has been used, the ranking when compared with
other Globus Genomics tools, the percentage of total execution
time spent on this tool, and the average execution time. This
summary highlights the different characteristics of these tools
ranging in execution time from 20 minutes to more than an
hour, and being executed rarely and frequently.

B. Autonomic Provisioning

The Globus Galaxies platform uses an autonomic cost-
aware provisioner [20] to provision cloud infrastructure on-
demand. The provisioner monitors the gateway’s job execution
queue (HTCondor) and based upon assessment of real-time
cloud markets (i.e., on-demand and spot prices) provisions the
cheapest instance at that point in time.

The provisioner is typically pre-configured with a set of
suitable instance types that satisfy the needs of every tool



available in the gateway. It then selects the cheapest instance
type at the time of execution. We have recently extended the
provisioner to use pre-defined (manually created) tool profiles
for several commonly used tools. These profiles essentially
map a particular tool to its most suitable instance type. The
provisioner uses these profiles to increase the search scope
when provisioning instances, by selecting an instance type
that is at least as powerful as that required by the profile,
while still selecting the cheapest instance type. We showed
that even rudimentary profiles can significantly decrease total
cost and execution time. However, while these profiles have
proven useful, they require intimate and expert knowledge of a
given tool and trial-and-error analysis of instance types. Those
limitations spurred us to develop the method that we describe
here for automatically and systematically deriving rich profiles
without calling on human expertise.

IV. PROFILING SERVICE

The information included in a tool profile can range from a
binary measure of whether a tool can execute on a specific in-
stance through to fine-grained representation of resource usage
over time. We focus on the latter as it can enable prediction of
job execution time (and cost) on different instance types and
support resource aware multi-tenanting of tools.

However, manually constructing a profile for a new tool is
time-consuming due to the numerous permutations that must
be considered, as well as the frequency with which tools
and instance types change. For example, tool performance
is dependent on instance type, specific settings of that in-
stance (e.g., optimized storage and network), input datasets,
and invocation parameters. Having identified the range of
configurations to be profiled, users must then painstakingly
embark on a trial-and-error analysis of instance types by
deploying suitable infrastructure, configuring and installing the
tool and its dependencies, and measuring tool performance and
resource usage.

To address this, our profiling service is designed to enable
the automated execution and monitoring of arbitrary tools
over any instance type. A tool can be provided either as a
self-contained directory with the application executable and a
collection of input data files, or as a contextualization script
that can be used to install the tool and its dependencies on
demand. The user specifies the instance types and configura-
tions to be evaluated and the profiling service then executes
the application on all specified combinations and collects
performance metrics periodically. We leverage Performance
Co-Pilot (PCP) to collect performance metrics as it is light-
weight and has little overhead on application execution.

A. Architecture

The profiling service is implemented as a web application.
As shown in Fig. 1, it includes the profiling web service, a
reliable database (hosted on AWS RDS), and a dynamic pool
of provisioned worker nodes, each with a management web
service for control and monitoring tool execution.

Profiler

1. Submit 
profiling request 5. Return profiles

Worker

Worker web service

PCP HTCondor

2. Provision 
workers

3. Start/monitor profiling

Worker

Worker web service

PCP HTCondor Worker

Worker web service

PCP HTCondor Worker

Worker web service

PCP HTCondor

4. Parse PCP 
log and store 
profiles

Fig. 1: Profiling service architecture

The profiling service exposes a RESTful web service inter-
face for requesting and managing profiles. The service can be
deployed on any cloud instance configured with access to the
profile database (local or RDS) and a mounted NFS shared
file system. The profiling service uses the shared file system
for staging data and tools to worker nodes.

The profiling service is implemented as a multi-threaded
Python application. When a profiling job is requested the
service creates a new thread that is responsible for overseeing
the execution and monitoring of the tool. The thread will
provision EC2 instances, stage/deploy the workload and tool,
monitor execution, parse monitoring logs, and store the profile
in the database.

Each worker node is deployed with a dynamic web service
that allows the provisioning service to control and monitor
the executed tool. It is also configured with a local HTCondor
client to manage the execution of the tool locally. We use
Cloudinit to dynamically contextualize the worker instance
after it is provisioned. This contextualization process installs
and configures the worker web service, HTCondor, and PCP,
as well as mounting the shared file system.

B. Profiling Process

Fig. 2 shows the profiling process. A user requests a new
profile by submitting a JSON profile request (Listing 1)
specifying the tool, instance types, and instance and tool
configurations. We provide a light-weight client to simplify
interactions with the profiling service.

Listing 1: A partial JSON profile request.
{
name: ‘my profile’,
executable: ‘my_app.sh’,
workloads: {
workload_1: [‘file1’, ‘file2’],
}, configurations: {
config_1: ‘--config 1 --config 2’,
config_2: ‘--config 1 --config 3’,
}, instance_types : [{
type: ‘r3.xlarge’,
override: ‘$threads=8’,
acquisition: ‘spot’,
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Fig. 2: A sequence diagram showing the steps involved when
the profiling service profiles a tool.

bid: 6
},{
type: ‘c3.8xlarge’,

override: ‘$threads=32’
}]

}

In response to a profile request the profiling service creates a
unique working directory for each profiling job and returns this
path to the client. The client can then optionally upload the tool
and any input files used for execution. Alternatively, the client
may choose to upload a contextualization script for deploying
the tool automatically. A profiling service thread is started for
each instance type and configuration to manage provisioning
and tool execution. The job request may optionally specify
other properties such as target availability zones and cloud
acquisition model: either on-demand or spot pricing. In the
case of spot pricing, the request may also optionally specify
a bid price. If no bid price is set the maximum bid is used.

Once a cloud instance is created, cloudinit is used to
contextualize the worker. This process includes the installation
and configuration of the worker web service and the mounting
of the shared file system. Once the web service becomes
responsive, the profiler thread initiates a request to the worker’s
web service indicating the executable to be profiled and the
location of the workload. The worker service then copies the
input data to its local drive from the shared file system. This
is done to eliminate overhead incurred from accessing the
shared filesystem during profiling. The worker service then
processes the executable and appends a command to isolate
execution within the local working directory. In addition, a
string template is used to swap any overriding configurable
parameters based on the instance type. For example, a client
may specify the number of threads to use on each instance
type to make optimal use of available cores. Immediately
prior to executing the workload, a PCP logger is initiated
to collect performance statistics on the host machine at one
second intervals. The workload is then submitted to HTCondor
to be executed on a local slot. During execution, PCP appends

resource usage statistics to a pre-defined log file.
The profiling service probes each worker periodically to

determine the status of the job being profiled, and records
these progress markers in the database. Once the workload
completes the PCP logger is halted and the exit code and
execution time are updated in the database. The PCP logs
are then transferred to the shared filesystem and the profiler
thread parses them into CSV format. The resulting CSV file is
uploaded to an S3 bucket for long-term storage. Throughout
profiling the client can request status updates. Once the
profiling job is complete the client can download the resulting
profiles. Listing 2 shows an example profile, which includes
high level summary information for each instance type as well
as the location of the stored CSV logs for each configuration.

Listing 2: A partial JSON tool profile.
{
name: ‘my profile’,
executable: ‘my_app.sh’,
log_files: ‘s3/output_bucket’,
results: [ {

workload: [‘file1’, ‘file2’],
configuration: ‘--config 1 --config 2’,
instance_type: {
type: ‘c3.8xlarge’,
override: ‘$threads=32’,
exit_status: ‘Completed’
execution_time: 839912
performance: {

memory: { ... },
cpu: { ... },
disk: { ... },
network: { ... }

}
}

}, ... ]
}

V. CREATING GENOMICS TOOL PROFILES

We use the following five genomics analysis tools to eval-
uate the capabilities of our profiling service. These tools are
among the most frequently used tools on Globus Genomics,
accounting for 17.7% of compute time consumed on four
production gateways (summary statistics are included in TA-
BLE I). They also have varied resource requirements, ranging
in execution time from ten minutes to more than an hour.

1) FastQC [30] provides quality control on raw sequence
data.

2) PICARD MarkDuplicates (MarkDups) [31] flags or
removes duplicate reads in a SAM or BAM file.

3) BWA ALN [32] aligns short sequences to a reference
sequence (e.g., the human genome).

4) Bowtie [33] is a short read aligner designed for high
performance and memory efficiency.

5) BWA MEM [34] maps low-divergent sequences against
large reference genomes. It chooses automatically be-
tween local and end-to-end alignments, supports paired-
end reads, and performs chimeric alignment.



TABLE II: AWS Instance Types

Type Family vCPU Memory (GB) Storage (GB) Network
c3.2xlarge Compute optimized 8 15 2 x 80 High
c3.4xlarge Compute optimized 16 30 2 x 160 High
c3.8xlarge Compute optimized 32 60 2 x 320 High
g2.2xlarge GPU instances 8 15 1 x 60 High
g2.8xlarge GPU instances 32 60 2 x 120 10 Gigabit
r3.xlarge Memory optimized 4 30.5 1 x 80 Moderate
r3.2xlarge Memory optimized 8 61 1 x 160 High
r3.4xlarge Memory optimized 16 122 1 x 320 High
r3.8xlarge Memory optimized 32 244 2 x 320 10 Gigabit
m3.2xlarge General purpose 8 30 2 x 80 High

TABLE III: Genomics Tool Profiles Over R3 Instances. Note: * indicates tool failure.

Instance Tool Time (H) Memory (MB) Memory % Idle CPU % User CPU % Sys CPU % Disk-R (MB) Disk-W (MB)
r3.xlarge Bowtie 2:23 6920.54 22.56 0.35 86.62 12.97 7.46 9526.87
r3.2xlarge Bowtie 0:52 6011.29 9.78 0.08 76.52 23.37 0.35 10334.18
r3.4xlarge Bowtie 0:29 6120.88 4.98 0.33 65.94 33.59 0.12 7673.24
r3.8xlarge Bowtie 0:22 6474.33 2.63 2.51 49.73 47.48 0.42 7123.70
*r3.xlarge BWA MEM 2:37 24314.41 79.25 0.65 98.53 0.39 11812.97 2545.70
r3.2xlarge BWA MEM 1:22 10100.33 16.44 4.18 94.79 0.57 3700.75 8785.78
r3.4xlarge BWA MEM 1:19 37935.04 30.85 13.77 85.30 0.49 0.35 8482.01
r3.8xlarge BWA MEM 0:43 41279.97 16.78 47.10 49.02 2.92 0.28 9030.93
r3.xlarge FastQC 0:15 54.23 0.18 75.05 24.17 0.53 29026.68 15.97
r3.2xlarge FastQC 0:15 31.07 0.05 87.37 12.33 0.13 5.45 583.09
r3.4xlarge FastQC 0:15 233.66 0.19 93.69 6.18 0.08 0.02 962.15
r3.8xlarge FastQC 0:14 235.66 0.10 96.84 3.10 0.04 0.02 27.75
*r3.xlarge BWA ALN 5:24 2311.53 7.53 2.76 96.98 0.20 29.04 9009.79
r3.2xlarge BWA ALN 2:43 32760.49 53.32 22.59 76.57 0.60 3.99 31631.29
r3.4xlarge BWA ALN 1:40 36748.67 29.89 37.68 61.68 0.52 1.18 32273.80
r3.8xlarge BWA ALN 1:15 34278.09 13.93 53.47 45.80 0.64 1.18 31886.82
r3.xlarge MarkDups 0:24 11512.12 37.52 70.85 27.18 0.50 4927.71 6928.91
r3.2xlarge MarkDups 0:23 41639.11 67.77 83.46 15.93 0.24 0.22 6681.06
r3.4xlarge MarkDups 0:22 69226.44 56.30 90.80 8.95 0.15 0.45 6989.04
r3.8xlarge MarkDups 0:24 52198.18 21.22 93.12 6.69 0.11 0.45 7215.32

A. AWS Testbed

We selected 10 different AWS instance types on which to
create tool profiles. For consistency, we selected instance types
that support instance storage. That is, we do not consider
instance types that use EBS storage, as this would likely
have a significant effect on application performance. We leave
analysis of advanced instance configurations to future work.
We investigate performance on the M3 (general purpose), G2
(GPU enabled), C3 (compute optimized) and R3 (memory
optimized) instance families. All profiling is performed in the
us-east-1 AWS region, using spot instances in the cheapest
availability zone at the time of profiling. The selected instance
types are described in TABLE II.

B. Profiles

TABLE III summarizes profile data for the five genomics
tools on four R3 instance types. These instance types range
in capacity from r3.xlarge, with 4 vCPUs and 30.5GB of
memory, through to r3.8xlarge, which has 32 vCPUs and
244GB of memory. Where possible, each profiled tool is dy-
namically configured to use all available vCPUs and memory
during execution. TABLE III highlights the richness of the
profile information collected. It also shows fairly consistent
usage across instance types, indicating that execution time
and resource requirements could be forecast for other instance
types. In future work, we will analyze a wider set of instance

types and tools with the aim of determining a representative
set of instance types that reduce the profiling search space.

Our results show that tool performance is not entirely
dependent on instance type. For example, Bowtie consumes
roughly the same amount of memory regardless of the amount
of available memory, number of threads, and vCPUs. FastQC
executes for roughly the same amount of time on all instances.
This is because it uses only a single vCPU rather than
all available vCPUs. BWA MEM and BWA ALN both fail
when using the r3.xlarge instance type as there is insufficient
memory for execution. These findings highlight the potential
improvements when provisioning and scheduling execution
with complete knowledge of tool performance. For example,
provisioning small instances or concurrently executing several
tools on a single large instance can result in cheaper execution
and improved performance.

Disk and network usage are minimal for each of the five
tools profiled. Network usage is low as our profiling service
attempts to minimize network overhead by staging data to the
local file system. In addition, the tools themselves are executed
on a single instance and require no network communication.
Disk usage is (near) identical between instance types because
the tools are executed with the same input datasets and
settings, thus, the resulting data written to disk is also the
same. The exception is small instance types which show
increased disk usage as the disk is used for swap space when
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Fig. 3: The execution time of the tools over various instance types.

memory usage exceeds capacity.

C. Execution Performance

We show in Fig. 3 the execution time for each tool on each
instance type. As expected, the tools perform differently on
different instance types. For example, Bowtie (Fig. 3c) and
BWA ALN (Fig. 3d) exhibit a strong correlation between the
number of vCPUs and execution time. In contrast, FastQC
(Fig. 3a), which uses only a single vCPU, performs similarly
regardless of instance type. In all cases, the tools execute
fastest on c3.4xlarge, c3.8xlarge, g2.8xlarge, r3.4xlarge, and
r3.8xlarge. These instances have at least 16 cores and 60
GB of memory each, with the exception of c3.4xlarge with
only 30 GB of memory. In fact, the largest difference in
execution time across these five instance types is 31%, with
an average difference across all tools of 19.48% (Bowtie:
31%, BWA ALN: 28.4%, BWA MEM: 21.7%, FastQC: 8.8%,
MarkDups: 7.5%), indicating that these instance types can be
used somewhat interchangeably for these tools. Conversely,
the largest executions of the BWA ALN and BWA MEM tools
fail on the smallest r3.xlarge instance type due to memory
limitations. It is important to note that tool performance is
heavily dependent on the input dataset used.

D. Resource Usage

The profiling service enables capture of fine-grained ex-
ecution characteristics. By default, we have configured the
profiling service to monitor resource usage every second.
We use these data to investigate fine-grained resource usage
profiles for the R3 family of instances.

Figs. 4a–4e show temporal memory profiles and Fig. 4f
the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of free
memory for each tool on r3.8xlarge instances. The memory
profile gives the amount of free memory, as a percentage of
total instance memory, for each second of execution. Fig. 4b
shows that BWA MEM has two distinct phases of execution:
first, memory usage gradually decreases over the first phase of
execution, before it is re-acquired towards the end of execution
for a secondary phase. This is because the BWA MEM tool
loads the entire input dataset into memory and pipes output
to a sorting phase (which reduces memory usage). Once the
initial phase ends, memory is released and the sorted output
is written to disk. BWA ALN’s memory use (Fig. 4d) also
presents an interesting pattern. This tool’s memory profile
is governed by two phases, with a substantial change in
memory usage approximately half way through the execution.
All of the tools use only a fraction of the available memory
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Fig. 4: The percentage of free memory for each instance type during tool execution (a) - (e). Empirical cumulative distribution
function of free memory for each workload over the r3.8xlarge instance type (f).

when executed on large instance types, indicating that, from a
memory perspective, each tool could be executed concurrently
on these instance types.

The ECDFs in Fig. 4f show the proportion of time spent
with various amounts of free memory throughout execution.
Each of the five profiled tools exhibits distinct and identifiable
ECDF curves. For example, the Bowtie tool exhibits bimodal-
ity which manifests as memory utilization occurring with
the greatest probability in two distinct values while FastQC
has constant memory utilization and MarkDups exhibits high
kurtosis (a measure of whether data is peaked or flat relative
to a normal distribution).

Figs. 5a–5e plot the temporal CPU profile while Fig. 5f
shows the ECDF of CPU usage for each tool on r3.8xlarge
instances. FastQC CPU usage appears as flat lines in Fig. 5a
and a vertical line in the ECDF Fig. 5f with very little
CPU utilization because only a single core (out of thirty
two available cores) is used. BWA MEM (Fig. 5b) and BWA
ALN (Fig. 5d) consume most of the instance’s CPU resources
for approximately half of their execution time. Both tools
exhibit symmetrical ECDF curves with low kurtosis for CPU
utilization, suggesting that the computational intensity of these

tools (Fig. 5f) is due mostly to many moderate fluctuations.
MarkDups (Fig. 5e) exhibits volatile, CPU usage for the first
third of its execution, from that point, CPU usage is constant
and below 25%. Finally, Bowtie (Fig. 5c) uses a constant
amount of CPU throughout execution. Interestingly, this tool
does not use all available CPU resources: it uses only 50%
on the 32 vCPU r3.8xlarge but 80% on the two vCPUs. This
result implies that CPU usage is constrained by another factor.

E. Discussion

The profiles identify the practical implications of selecting
appropriate instance types for tools. While any one tool may
execute on a range of different instance types, its resource
consumption may vary across different types, as may its
response to resource limits. For example, BWA ALN and BWA
MEM perform significantly worse on smaller instances and
fail when using the r3.xlarge instance type. Thus, from the
above results, BWA ALN should be executed on instances with
at least 60 GB of memory. The tool also executes at least
38% faster on 16 core machines than on 8 core machines.
Conversely, tools such as FastQC cannot take advantage of
enhanced capabilities (e.g., more than one vCPU) and in fact
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Fig. 5: The percentage of CPU utilization for each instance type during tool execution (a) - (e). Empirical cumulative distribution
function of CPU utilization for each workload over the r3.8xlarge instance type (f).

should be deployed on the smallest available instance type,
with its performance varying by only 10% across all instance
types. Similarly Bowtie uses a maximum of 8GB of memory
and therefore does not need instance types with high degrees
of memory.

The profiling service has two pertinent limitations. Firstly,
the profiler is not currently capable of capturing the utilization
of specialized hardwares such as GPUs. However, the profiler
has been designed for extensibility to enable the incorporation
of further monitoring components. Secondly, the profiler is
unable to forecast the performance of a tool when executed
with drastically different dataset sizes. To avoid this problem
our current research employs autonomic computing techniques
and acquire online feedback via execution traces of production
usage to dynamically update execution forecasts.

VI. APPLYING PROFILES TO GLOBUS GENOMICS

We are extending the Globus Galaxies platform to leverage
tool profiles, both to select the “best” instance type for a tool
given current economic conditions and to schedule concurrent
execution of tools that individually would not make full use
of an instance’s resources. In the later case, we leverage

HTCondor to divide instances into multiple slots—units of
specific computational capacity. We will use this model in
combination with profiles obtained from the profiling service
to dynamically assign slots to tools based on requirements
derived from their profile.

When executing workloads on the cloud, execution time
is only one dimension by which to assess tool performance.
Often, users are equally concerned with cost. To analyze both
the cost and execution improvements that can be achieved by
using profiles, we surveyed four production Globus Genomics
gateways to derive a representative workload. This workload
contains over 2,000 executions of the five profiled tools over
a period of 90 days. We calculate the cost of executing this
workload by analyzing workload logs to determine the time at
which each job was submitted and use our profiles to calculate
the execution time on each instance type. We then compute
cost based on historical AWS on-demand and spot pricing
information at submission time for every instance type.

Fig. 6 shows the total cost and execution time for the
workload using each instance type. The figure also shows
the execution time and cost that are obtained when using the
Globus Genomics provisioning approach and several adaptive
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Fig. 6: The cost and time of using each instance type. The four adaptive strategies (fastest, slowest, cheapest, costliest) model
autonomic provisioning approaches in which an instance type is selected based on the price or projected tool execution time.

strategies that use profiles. This approach applies a single static
instance type for each gateway (m3.2xlarge and r3.8xlarge).
These adaptive measures are designed to demonstrate the
tradeoffs involved in selecting the fastest, slowest, cheapest,
and most expensive instances. We account for the failure of
the smallest instance types to execute the large BWA MEM
and BWA ALN tools by using sufficiently large instance types.

Fig. 6a presents the cost of executing the tools over each
spot instances. Counterintuitively, the adaptive fastest solution
(in which the fastest instance type for each tool is selected)
is only marginally more expensive than the adaptive slowest
approach—a result that we attribute to the frequently executed
FastQC tool which has, on average, a slightly faster execution
time on the pre-selected c3.4xlarge instances than on the
more expensive 8xlarge instance type. The adaptive costliest
approach presents the worst-case scenario for executing a
workload based on spot instance price. Its overall cost is
greater than that of any individual instance type due to it
selecting the most expensive instance type, regardless of tool,
at the time of a job’s submission. These findings demonstrate
the savings that can be achieved when tool profiles are
considered in the provisioning process. The cheapest solution
uses multiple instance types (each the most suitable for a
specific tool), as the projected cost is less than with any
single instance type. Fig. 6b shows the cost when using on-
demand instances for each instance type and strategy. We see
a substantial increase in costs across all approaches relative to
those for spot prices.

Fig. 6c shows the time required to compute the entire
workload when using specific instance types and each adaptive
solution. We see clear differences in performance across
instance types. For example, the execution time when using
r3.xlarge is almost double that of other, larger instances. In
contrast, execution time with standard Globus Genomics provi-
sioning is not significantly larger than any single instance type;
this is because individual gateways are often preconfigured
with relatively large instance types (r3.8xlarge), minimizing

execution time over cost. The cheapest solution reduces overall
cost by 86.6% while increasing execution time by 29.2%
over the Globus Genomics approach. The fastest solution
reduces the monetary cost and execution time by 62.6% and
15.7%, respectively. In future work we aim to incorporate
these tradeoffs in our provisioning approach to optimally select
instances based on real-time pricing information, predicted
execution time, and resource usage.

VII. CONCLUSION

There are many technical challenges involved in deploying
tools across a wide variety of instances types. This flexibility
is both a blessing and a curse, on one hand flexibility enables
tools to be executed on near-optimal instance types, however,
the use of sub-optimal instance types may incur additional cost
and hinder performance.

To address the needs of users in understanding the require-
ments of their tools we have presented an automated profiling
service capable of creating rich tool profiles. The profiling
service manages the deployment and execution of tools across
a dynamic pool of provisioned and configured instances. It
captures fine-grained performance statistics from the tool’s
execution and uses them to create profiles which can be used
for instance provisioning, tool deployment, and scheduling.
We have applied this approach to several genomics tools and
shown that the resulting profiles can significantly improve per-
formance and cost in real-world cloud provisioning scenarios.

We plan next to use the profiling service to survey a range of
tools used in Globus Galaxies deployments. We will integrate
the profiling service into the platform in order to transparently
collect performance statistics and create profiles of jobs de-
ployed through the gateways. We will also investigate methods
for evaluating more complex configurations, such as those
involving EBS storage, and integrate support for delegated
IAM roles to enable use of the service without the need for
user AWS credentials. Finally, we will investigate methods
for more accurately determining failure. Some tools terminate



without any indication of failure; potential solutions include
user-defined assertions on results and consensus methods for
evaluating results from different instance types.

The source code for the profiling service is available at
https://github.com/ryanchard/cloud-profiler.git.
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